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AIMS OF THE STUDY

1- To check whether Islamic Banks (IB) are more or less
efficient then Conventional Banks (CB) based on meta
analysis ( a regression of regression estimates)

2- We employ rigorous statistical techniques to
summarize and explain the discrepancy in the research 

results and conclusions

3- To check whether there is any commitment for ruling
some researchers perceptions on the topic, the
“potential publication selection bias”?
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Meta analysis and its use in Banking

• Is restricted to US banks and for a former period 1977-
1997, Irsova and Havranek (2010), 32 studies

• Aiello and Bonnano (2016), (2018), 120 papers 
published over the period 2000-2014

• All these studies focus on the explanation of the 
heterogeneity of the results linked to (methodology, 
definition of the inputs/outputs, sample side and data 
structure…) 

• The impact of ownership structure is not studied
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Efficiency measurement in banking

• Non Behavioral Frontier Models
- X-efficiency           (Technical efficiency)

• Behaviral Frontier Models

- Cost minimization,           (Cost efficiency)
- Revenue maximization          (Revenue efficiency) 
- Profit maximization            (Profit efficiency)  
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Data collection

• Published studies which compare IB and CB efficiency, 
until september 2019, based on surveying papers, 
Abedifar et al. (2015), Hassan and Aliyu (2018) and 
Narayan and Phan (2019) & additional 
sources,Sciencedirect, Econlit and Springer

• Those who report estimates of efficiency for the two 
bank types

• Only 35 studies report efficiency scores by ownership
• Estimates are based on the estimation of a common 

frontier
• The total number of observations used in our meta 

regression is equal to 484, among them 357 are coming 
from papers published in indexed journals.
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Methdology and Model specification

• Efficiency determinants are divided into 4 groups
- Group 1, (Efficiency Measure Methodology, Parametric, 

Profit, Cost,..)
- Group 2, (Bank’s characteristics, Inputs/outputs 

definition, off balance sheet, Risk control)
- Group 3, (Sample construction, Size, panel, Deflated 

data,..)
- Group 4, (Regional dimension, MENA, GCC, MENA & 

ASIA, One country ,..)
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Methdology and Model specification, Cont’d

• Bayesian Model Averaging is used to deal with the 
model selection uncertainty

• Robustness checks (Estimation method, i.e. Fixed 
Effect) and (to the sensitivity to one important primary 
study, 11.6% of the sample)

• The meta regression equation selected by BMA is:
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Empirical  Findings-Summary

• No significant differences in the effficiency between IB 
and CB whatever is the metric (Cost, Profit, TE)

• MENA banking system is much more efficient compared 
to the GCC & ASIA

• High sensitivity of the efficiency measures to the 
inputs/outputs definition in the empirics

• Off-balance sheet should be included as an output
• IRAN should be included in MENA samples 
• Warning from the results of the papers not published in 

indexed journals?
• Warning from potential bias for studies which do not 

conduct a deep analysis of the efficiency 
distributions by bank type ?
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• There is no need to separate the sample by bank type in 
conducting an efficiency analysis for countries with the 
two banking systems in MENA or the GCC

• MENA region banking system is much more efficient 
compared to other regions (GCC, ASIA)

• the importance of banking and sample characteristics 
may affect the efficiency measures in any study aiming 
to compare banking efficiency of IB and CB in the region

• Comparing the efficiency distributions by using statistical 
tests is highly recommended in any future study 
comparing the efficiency of the 2 banking systems, as 
we have shown a suspicion of potential bias?

Conclusion and Policy Issues (Cont’d.)



Conclusion and Policy Issues (Cont’d.)
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• The meta regression analysis find evidence that the 
banks have more difficulties to increase their profits than 
to reduce costs or to control their technical efficiency

• Policy makers in the region need to reinforce bank 
competition, by for example deregulating their markets, 
or by allowing more entries.

• Policy makers for the issue of  dual banking systems 
efficiency, IB and CB performance, should be warned 
from the experience of one single country.



Thank You
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